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A Vermont Century Photographs Essays
Kevin Graffagnino, “Vermont Heritage: Essays on Green Mountain History, 1770-1920” and Gary G. Shattuck, “By the Wand of Some Magician: Embracing Modernity in Mid-Nineteenth Century Vermont ...
38 Vermont books to meet all your summer reading needs
Waterbury Adventure Challenge Through October 11 at various Waterbury locations. $75; free for kids 14 and under. Philosopher John Dewey theorized that learners must ...
Four Summer Must-Dos in Vermont, From Art Adventures to Zip-Lining
Their bodies, officially, were at Flood Brook School in Vermont, perched atop stools and ... That’s a question people pondered back in the mid-19th century, when they peered into an exotic ...
Stereographs Were the Original Virtual Reality
Languages Of Truth is a collection of Rushdie’s essays and speeches made between 2003-2020 on a variety of subjects — literary, artistic, political.
Salman Rushdie’s collected essays in 'Languages Of Truth' are a testament to his uneven genius
Fools rush in where angels fear to tread. So this fool (i.e., me) is going to rush in. Be kind. During the past few weeks, an elementary school teacher in ...
On Faith: Sex, gender and religion
So many stories have been lost or buried, by neglect or by design, along the proposed Emancipation Heritage Trail tracing the journey of Texas freedmen from Galveston to Houston. But many are still ...
Juneteenth: A visual essay along the proposed Emancipation Heritage Trail
Norman Rockwell Museum of Vermont is planning to close its doors at the end of the year, almost half a century after its opening. The museum recently reopened after being closed for months because of ...
Norman Rockwell Museum of Vermont to close after decades
She also published her college essay about the history of Orange ... From her first job as an accountant with a private firm; to 36 years with the State of Vermont as an accountant, retiring from the ...
Elsie F. Beard
The majority dealt with the question based on the Court’s twentieth-century case law and twentieth ... freedom of expression grounds, an 1802 Vermont case and an 1806 South Carolina case ...
Freedom of Speech and of the Press
She would go on to document the stunted, slow, but intrepid progress of women in science in two subsequent volumes, following the field into the 21st century ... in a framed photo of Gage ...
Women in Science
This season brings sweeping overviews and histories on a range of topics, disciplines, regions, and artists, from digital art and interior design to large-scale murals and ancient cave paintings.
Fall 2021 Announcements: Art, Architecture & Photography
But a dozen native species have disappeared over the past several decades in Vermont, and biologists ... to be about 35 in the middle of the last century) provides a nimbler defense against ...
Vermont ladybug fans encouraged to join beetle-spotting blitz to help create atlas
Each week, VTDigger features a writing submission – an essay, poem, fiction or nonfiction – accompanied by a photo or illustration from Young Writers Project. Get all of VTDigger's daily news.
YWP: A friendship of wind and sand
Lots of adults are seeing kids they care about struggling to manage issues around sexual orientation and gender identity,” said Christopher Kaufman Ilstrup of the Vermont Humanities Council.
Vermont Reads program to spotlight challenges of state’s LGBTQ youth
Gekoski’s photographs of Pasay city municipal cemetery ... Immigrants have flocked to the Philippines for almost a century, seeking better opportunities for themselves and their families but ...
Dogs and humans live among the gravestones in Pasay cemetery, Philippines – a photo essay
Artificial intelligence, race, and the immigrant experience feature prominently in a season full of essay collections about contemporary concerns.
Fall 2021 Announcements: Essays & Literary Criticism
By Maria Cramer Gov. Phil Scott of Vermont signed legislation on Monday that requires all registered voters in the state to receive mail-in ballots, an expansion of voting rights that counters a ...
Vermont’s Governor Expands Voting Rights, Bucking Republican Push
Founded in the seventh century, Venice grew to be the capital ... My dream of crossing Eurasia was fulfilled. I had 50,000 photos to edit and an exhibition to develop. That exhibition is now ...
From London to Beijing on the old Silk Road – a photo essay
[Updated with photos] The Bermuda Bicycle Association’s 2021 Road Race Season resumed with the VT Construction Individual Time Trial.
Photos: VT Construction Individual Time Trial
Photographers across the globe captured stunning images of the solar eclipse on Thursday. A full eclipse—where the effect of the sun appearing as a "ring of fire" could be witnessed—was visible in ...
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